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 1.0 Introduction 
The climate module provides an interface that other objects may use to include weather data in their 
calculations.  Objects such as houses and buildings rely on this data to factor outdoor weather into their 
calculations for internal temperature.  The climate data includes temperature, humidity, and solar 
radiation, which is used to calculate temperature gain that is the result of heat gained from direct exposure 
of a surface to sunlight.  The Climate Module Version 1.0 retrieves climate data from TMY2 files, created 
and maintained by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). 
1.1 TMY2 
TMY is an acronym for typical meteorological year.  In a TMY file, weather data for a particular 
location is aggregated and averaged to provide a typical baseline for the weather of a particular 
geographical location on a given day at a given hour.  TMY data is not suitable for modeling extreme 
situations and is not necessarily a good indicator for forecasting, but it is an indication of typical weather 
conditions over an extended period of time.  The TMY2 format is an extension of the original TMY 
format to include information necessary for solar radiation calculations. 
1.2 Solar Radiation 
In the climate module, calculations are performed for solar radiation on a surface facing each of the 
eight major compass points (N, S, E, W, NE, NW, SE, SW) and a horizontal surface.  For each surface, 
the total incident solar radiation is calculated by the following equation: 
 RADSOLAR = RADDIRECT * cos(ANGLEINCIDENT) + RADDIFFUSE (1.1) 
where 
RADDIRECT = the direct normal radiation for time and day 
RADDIFFUSE = the diffuse horizontal radiation.   
ANGLEINCIDENT = the angle of the sun relative to the surface (assuming the surface to be perpendicular to 
the Earth at that point, excepting the horizontal surface).   
The incident angle is calculated by first calculating the solar time, which takes into account the 
Earth’s wobble through the year.   The solar time is combined with the latitude of the surface, the slope of 
the surface relative to the horizontal (90° for all surfaces except the horizontal surface), and the azimuth 
angle relative to south (+ east of south, - west of south), and the day of the year (which is used in a 
calculation of the solar declination angle) to produce the cosine of the indent angle as follows. 
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Leap years are handled by the fact that an hour of year calculation on February 29 would result in the 
same hour of year as March 1 on a normal year.  March 1 would be used twice in a simulation involving a 
leap year. 
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